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Protection in step
with your lifestyle.

SuperShield gives you the confidence to not

worry about spills or stains caused by water, oil,

or soil. Whether it is the soil tracked in

from the front door, a soda spill,
or a tipped dinner plate — you
can quickly vacuum up the soil

or clean up the spill.

Easy, quick-drying SuperShield

You can’t see or smell
SuperShield® carpet protector,
but its presence protects your
investment.

is applied as a spray onto your freshly cleaned

carpet by a professional carpet cleaner. It leaves

no odor or residue. It is non-toxic and safe to

use around your family

and pets. SuperShield is

also CFC-free.

SuperShield carpet protector offers superior soil

The carpet industry rec-

protection and repellency that helps reduce

ommends the application

carpets stay cleaner, brighter and fresher longer

after each cleaning on all

maintenance and allows for easy cleanup.Your
because you’ve protected your investment.

SuperShield is on the job fighting soil and stains
so you don’t have to.

of a carpet protector

Making life easier.

SuperShield gives you extra time to clean up and
remove spills and dirt before they are absorbed
into the carpet, with less wicking and less spreading of stains.
• Solid and semi solid spills should be scraped
lightly with a table knife to remove the excess.
• Liquid spills should be blotted up immediately
with a towel or absorbent cloth.

• If spills dry or are forced into the carpet, normal cleaning procedures should remove them
easily.
• Be sure to rinse thoroughly with water to
remove residual cleaning materials.

• Use ResponsibleCare™ Spotter as necessary.

Treat your carpet, treat yourself.

Treating your carpet with professionally applied
carpet protector after a cleaning means treating
yourself to less work, fewer worries and the satisfaction of brighter, cleaner, newer-looking carpets.
With SuperShield, you’ll discover more carefree
living every day.

carpet types, including those with built-in soil and

stain protection.

Carpet treated with
StainShield
Formulated to meet or exceed all established standards of
wool fiber producers and fifth generation stain resistant
carpet manufacturers.

Untreated carpet

Note: SuperShield carpet protector provides excellent repellency on
carpets of all fiber types, including wool. Results as pictured above
may vary depending on the condition and style of carpet treated.

